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Abstract 
Lin, J.P. and F. Williams, The type of a torsion free finite loop space, Topology and its Applications 
42 (1991) 175-186. 
In this paper we prove the following theorems: 
Theorem 1. ZfX is a two-torsion freefinite loop space whose t)‘pe consists of integers that are divisible 
bv 4 and are less than 60, then X is of Lie type. 
Theorem 2. I” X is a two-rorsionfree_finite loop space whose type consists of integers that are divisible 
by 4 and for which the numbers of 43-dimensional and 51 -dimensional generators of H*( X; Q) are 
greater than or equal to rhe numbers qf 47-dimensional and 5%dimensional generators, respectively, 
thcrt X is of Lie type. 
Keywords: Finite loop space, homotopy associative, cohomology operation. 
AMS( MOS) Subj. Class.: Primary 55P45, 55S40. 
1. Background an statement of rest 
In this paper we study simply connected loop spaces that have the homotopy 
type of a finite complex. Henceforth we call such spaces “$nite loop spaces”. A 
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theorem due to Hopf states that if X is a finite H-space, then 
H*(X;Q)=A(X,,...,X,) 
where deg xi are odd and 
If we set ni = deg(x,) + 1, then the sequence [n, , . . . , n,] is called the “type” of X, 
since this sequence determines the rational homotopy type of X. 
Familiar examples of finite loop spaces are the simply connected Lie groups, and 
one is led naturally to the following conjecture. 
Types Conjecture. EveryJinite loop space is ofLie type ( i.e., has the type of a Lie group). 
Although much progress (see below) has been made toward an affirmative solution 
of the Types Conjecture, a complete solution does not seem within reach with the 
techniques currently available. In this paper we provide further evidence in support 
of the conjecture by introducing new techniques to the problem. We are able to 
produce affirmative solutions to the conjecture under certain restrictions on the type. 
Although these restrictions are fairly severe, they nevertheless permit a significant 
addition to the types for which the conjecture is known to be true (e.g. those of 
[3,7]). The restrictions we impose are due to the limitations of our techniques, as 
used in Theorem 3 and Section 5. Our results are as follows: 
Theorem 1. If X is a two-torision free fir&e loop space whose type consists of integers 
that are divisible by 4 and are less than 60, then X is of Lie type. 
Theorem 2. If X is a two-torsion freeJinite loop space whose type consists of integers 
that are divisible by 4 and for which the numbers of 43.dimensional and 5 1 -dimensional 
generators of H*(X; Q) are greater than or equal to the numbers of 4Tdimensional 
and Sdimensional generators, respectively, then X is of Lie type. 
Our main technical result in this paper is the following theorem, which is also of 
independent interest. (It is the lack of theorems analogous to Theorem 3 in certain 
other dimensions that necessitates the restrictions in Theorems 1 and 2.) 
Theorem 3. If X is a two-torsion free homotopy associative H-space whose type consists 
of integers that are divisible by 4, then the number of W-dimensional generators of 
H”(X; Q) is greater than or equal to the number of 23-dimensional generators. 
The Types Conjecture has a long and interesting history that began with the 
solution of 
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Hilbert’s Fifth Problem. Every locally Euclidean topological group is a Lie group. 
One might then conjecture that any finite loop space has the homotopy type of a 
Lie group. In the 1960’s counterexamples were discovered to this conjecture; 
however, the counterexamples still were of Lie type (as defined above). 
In the case that H*(X; 2) has no p-torsion, the Types Conjecture can be reduced 
p-locally to the question of the existence of spaces B with H*( B; 2,) = ZJyi , . . . , yJ 
where deg yi = ni = 1 +deg Xi. A result of Browder shows that if p does not divide 
ni for all i, then H*(X; 2) is indeed p-torsion free. 
The investigation of the Types Conjecture then proceeded along two different 
lines. On the one hand, Clark and Ewing [5] constructed actual spaces whose mod p 
cohomology was polynomial on a finite number of generators. On the other hand, 
Adams and Wilkerson [Z] showed that if p does not divide ni for all IV then the type 
C n1, . . . . n,] is a union of types from the list of spaces constructed by Clark and 
Ewing. It is noted by Adams and Wilkerson that this information still does not 
answer the Types Conjecture. The problem is that a finite loop structure can exist 
at one prime that may not exist at another prime. They cite the example of the 
following non-Lie type 
[4,4,4,8,&g, 12,12,16,16,20,24,24,28] 
which admits the structure of a finite loop space at all primes greater than three. 
This type actually occurs as the type of a (nonhomotopy associative) finite H-space. 
We show here by applying Theorem 3 that this type cannot be the type of a two- 
torsion free homotopy associative H-space. 
The techniques we use here are a combination of combinatorial arguments ogether 
with higher order mod 2 cohomology operations. Of particular utility will be the 
following theorem of Thomas [9]. 
Theorem 4 (Steenrod connections). Let X be a-finite H-space whose cohomology with 
& coe&!ents is primitiveiy generated. Let n = C dizip di = 0 or 1. Zf x is a primitive 
element in H”(X; Z,), then x E lm(Sq2’) if and on& ifdi = 0. Furthermore, in this case 
Sq2’(x) = 0. 
Careful perusal of the list of Clark and Ewing shows that there are relatively few 
finite loop spaces that can exist at all primes. Works of Aguade [3] and Lin [7] 
show that 
5. Any jfnite loop space ha type that can be expressed as 
union of Lie types and [4, l’s or a union of Lie types and iI 12, W’s; and 
also as 
(b) a union of Lie 
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Theorems 3,4 and 5 are the starting point for our investigation. We organize our 
paper as follows. Section 2 will contain the proof of Theorem 3 based on a tertiary 
cohomology operation that we construct and develop in Sections 3 and 4. Section 
5 will contain the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2, based on Theorems 3,4, and 5. For 
the rest of the paper, H-spaces X will be required to satisfy the following hypothesis, 
which is necessary both for the roof of Theorem 3 and for the combinatorial work 
in Section 5. 
2. Pf@@fof 
eorem 3. 
We shall refer to [8 for information on a,-spaces (homotopy associative H- 
spaces) and aJ-maps, and to [ 111 for information about the a,-obstruction of an 
H-map. 
Remark 2.1. In the sequel, unless coefficients are otherwise specified, homology will 
be with & coefficients. 
Remark 2.2. By the assumption on the degrees of generators, H*(X) is 2-torsion 
free. Hence W(X) is an exterior algebra on odd-dimensional generators, and since 
H,(X) is associative we have by the Leray-Samelson theorem that M*(X) is 
primitively generated. 
Remark 2.3. If xz3 E H”(X) is primitive, then by the Steenrod connections, xz3 = 
SqxxIs, for some primitive xl+ N’“(X). Since aJx,,) E H14( X A X A X) = 0, xZ3 is 
an a,-class. 
Remark 2.4. Again by the Steenrod connections, xZ3 is not in the image of any 
Steenrod operation other than Sq” and Sq8. 
roof of Theorem 3. Eet X be as hypothesized but with dim QH19(X) < 
dim QIf2”(X). Then there exists a generator xZ3 E H”(X) such that xZj = Sq”xls, 
where xl5 is a primitive element in the kernel of Sq4. 
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We shall construct a diagram 
(1) 
such that 
(a) The fiber of p2 is a generalized Eilenberg-MacLane space with generators in 
degrees 230 or 38; 
(b) f*U = xz3, where 123 generates Hz3( K (Z,23)); 
(c) the H-deviation DfO factors through h’“(X)OH2’(X)+H’*(X)OHt9(XZ; 
(d) there is a primitive element zt E HJ”(EI) such that 
0) = (pOp,)‘~23~(p,P,)“L23~ 
Given such a diagram, we compute 
~lfl*WJ = (f~@fi%~~)+(J?fi)*(v) 
= x~30x23+(Dj-,)*(v). 
By Remark 2.2, there is no term in H*(X) whose coproduct has ~23@~23 as a 
summand. Now 
where 8 : X A X + E, is a map given by applying the Csrtan formula, [6, Theorem 
3.11 to DfO. The map d factor3 through terms of whi$h at least one factor is a 
Steenrod operation applied to a factor of DfO. Also, the image of (j, 0 q)*(v) must 
lie in the image of Steenrod operations 2 pplied to eleInents of degrees 230 or 38. 
So by Remark 2.4 above, ~23@~23 cannot be in t 
The next two sections will be devoted to the construction of diagram (1). 
3. Construction of the operation 
Let po: Eo+ K(Z, 23) be the fiber of the map g: K(Z, 23)+ K(Z; 25,29,31,35) 
given by 
g*(b*s) = Sq2b23L 
gSb29) = sq%zJs, 
g*b3*) = sq%*,), 
gSb35) = sq8.4(h3). 
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We shall use a factorization, communicated privately to the authors by Harper, 







0 0 Ol 
sq’sq’ sq’ 0 sq* 
sq4 sq’ 0 sq6 
0 0 sq’ I sq8 1 =o. 0 sq’ sq”sq4 
Sq’O sq8 sq4 
On the intersection of the kernels of Sq’, Sq6, Sg”, and SqsSq4, we have 




as = sq% sqy 
rations based on the above relation, and 
a maps the universal example for a standard “Adams” factorization of Sq16, 
iversal example for the present relation in such a way as to show 
that A f 0. In H*( I&), therefore, there are elements ZI,,,+~~ E H23+m(EO) corresponding 
to the 
Sq'Ya23b=~ %&m+23. 
next x K(&,31) to be the fiber of the map go-&,x 
K ,3W+ 
B-B- hh h 
= K(Z,; 26,32,36,42,46; 32,33,37,43; 32, 33, 35) given by 
g&z3+m~ = U23+mr m =3,9,13, 
g$( 138+j~~Sqj(uj8)9 j = 4,8, 
8W3,+d=Sqk(ql), k = 1,2,6, 
&G43) = SqSSq4b3,), 
&w3,+?l )=Sq"b3,), n=l,2, 
SW& = &5+Sq4(Ljl). 
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Consider the element in H4’(KO): 
x = c Sq8c&&,+23 + Sq2*3L42 + Sq’&j 
m =3,9,13 
+(sq’5+sq”*4 + Sq’O*‘) i32 + Sq’OL;, 
+(Sq8s6+Sq14+ Sq”-2*‘)i33 + Sq4i43 
+sq8*4tJ5 + sq8*‘L^3, + sqs’Y33. 
Applying g$ to x, we get 
c Sq8amvm+23  (Sq2’3Sq4+Sq”8)v38 
m=3,9.13 
+(sqlS,~ +sqll.4.‘+sq’W +sq8.6.2+sq~4.2+sq~~.2.3+sq10.6+sq4,8.4)v3t 
+sq8*4v3, + ( sq8*4*4 + sq8.‘*’ + sq8’6’z)&J, 




Since the Adams relations used above all hold stably, there exists v E H%I) such 
that jf( v) = o*(x) 
4. Construction of 
_ and &v) =p;F(a23)@pf(a23). 
liftings 
We begin by listing some facts that will be used below: 
itemark 4.1. If V is a module over A(2) on which Sq’ and Sq2 vanish, then there 
are relations that hold in V: 
(a) Sq8e8 = Sq4*8p, 
(b) Sq8*4*8 = Sq20 + sq’6*4, 
(c) sq4=” = sq12. 
3. If X is an x-space with whose cohomoiogy is primitively generated 
by odd-dimensional generators (xi), then i4, Theorem Ll] states that there is a 
subalgebra N and an A(2)-ideal S of H*(P,X) such that 
(i) H*( P,X) = NBS, 
(ii) N is a truncated polynomial algebra of height 2 on generators (J+} correspond- 
ing to the {Xi}, 
(iii) S i;i( P2X) = 0. 
Recall from Section 2 that by the hypotheses on the cohomology of X, there exists 
a generator X23 E Hz3( X) such that ~23 = Sq8x,5, where xl5 is a primitive element in 
the kernel of Sq4. Let z ‘*: H*(PzX)+ H*(X) denote the usual map or degree -1. 
Choose y,, such that i*(y& = X Set y24=Sq8y16, so that i*fy24)=x23- 
Let f: X + K (Z, 23) be such t 
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Remark 4.3. To proceed, we need to know that f can be chosen to be an H-map, 
i.e., that xz3 is the mod 2 reduction of an integral primitive class. But since X is 
two-torsion free and its rational and mod 2 cohomology are both exterior algebras, 
it follows from a result of Browder that the vector spaces of primitives in both 
rational and mod2 cohomology have the same dimension in each degree. Let 
n = dimQ( PH”(X; Q)- Let Z& denote the integers localized at the prime two. Let 
F= H"3(X;Zt1j) and Fl = PHz3(X; ZQ,). Since F and F’, are free modules over the 
ptincipal ideal domain &, a well- own result (the stacked basis theorem) states 
that there exist bases {u,, . . . , a,] Fand{b,,..., b,} for F, such that 6i = nisi, 
ni E &, 1 G i < SI. But if a primitive elem is of the form b = 2’4 then a is also 
primitive. Thus li,, . . . 3 b, have nonzero uctions modulo two. So we can see 
easily that mod 2 reduction takes the inte 1 primitives onto the mod 2 primitives. 
n chosen to be an H-map. By the 
restriction on the de (X) and Remark 4.1 above, there 
e H-deviation of $, factors through 
represented as a collection of cohomology 
By Remark 2.3 and [ 1 l], these classes 
is concentrated in degrees of the form 
and 28 must be zero. By [IO], in H*( &X), 
(2) 
nd via i* to those in 6. 
Since Sq4x15 =0, Sq”y,, is decomposable mod the ideal S of Remark 4.2. Write 
ss”u If, = c Yi.SY~,M + c Yj..sYj,E - 
i i 
We now substitute yz4 = SqR?,,, and apply the Cartan formula via Remark 4.1 to 
obtain the desired formulas, which hold a priori modulo the ideal S. But by Remark 
4.2(iii) and formula (2), both sides of equations (a) and (b) lie in N Hence these 
equations hold already in H*( &X). q 
By applying [IO] to Proposition 4.4, the component of a in degree 34 is also 
zero and 
where these classes correspond via i* to thwx in Sqxy2,. 
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We define 
fo:X+ E,x K(.&,31) 
bY 
fo= uo,f~) 
where j’&(~~~) is a primitive element (which existc by Theorem 4) such that 
Sq4(f ;*(cN)) =$o*(g8(~35))* 
We have that 
DfO = DfO. 
Referring to the previous section, we see that the images under j$gt of all the 
fundamental classes in the cohomology of KO are primitive. Hence f$g$ is zero on 
ail these classes except possibly bfs and t43. But 





= Sq*Sq%~,) for some xl9 (Theorem 4) 
= Sq2%q4(x,,) 
= SqzoSq4Sq8( XI1) (Theorem 4) 
= SqZOSq”(x, 1)
= 0. 
So a lifting f, : X + E, exists. This completes the constrwtion of diagram (1) 
sati’sfying the conditions (a)-(d). 
5. Proofs of Theorem I and 2 
We begin by establishing some notation. We shall use qi to denote the number 
of generators in degree i - 1 of our finite loop space. For an arbitrary type 
C n,,***, n,], we shall let di denote the number of occurrences of i among the nj. It 
shall be useful to use the notation = (A, dg, . . J as an alternate representation 
for types. 
We next record the types of simple Lie groups that satisfy our standing hypothesis. 
They are: Sp(n) = [4,8,. . . ,h J, Spin(4n) = [4,8,. . . ,4(2n - I), 4n], G2 = [4,12~, 
F4 = [4,12,16,24], E, = [4,12,16,20,24,28,36], and Eg = [4,16,24,28,36,40, 
48,601. In our situation, Theorem 5 says that any fi e is the wG: - f 
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these types together witkthe types of parts (a) and (b) of that theorem. We shall 
refer to the lists consisting of Lie types togetht -r with 14,241 (respectkely [‘12, 161) 
as List Al (respectively List A,). We shall refer to the list consisting of Lie types 
together with 14,161, [4,24], and [4,48] as List B. Our first propositron shows that 
List Al is not needed. 
Proposition 5.1. If Y is a $nite loop space whose type is a union of types from List 
A,, then X is of Lie type. 
Proof. By the Steenrod connections, the type of X has q16a q24. Since [4,24] has 
dlS < d24, it must occur in combination with a type for which d,(, > d24, namely one 
of Sp(4), Sp(5), Spin(l2), and Spin(16). The union of [4,24] with the first of these 
is F4 u Sp( 2), its union with the second is Sp( ! ) L’ Sp(6), and its union with the third 
is C&u Sp(6). The union with the fourth has d = (2,1,1,2,1,2, l), so by Theorem 
3 it must be combined with a type having d20 > d24. These are Sp(5), Spin( 12), and 
Spin(20). The first two of these have already been considered. The union [4,24] u 
Spin(16) u Spin(20) has d = (3,2,2,3,3,3,2,1,1). By the Steenrod connections we 
need to combine this with a type with d12 > d20 and d,, 2 d24. The possibilities are 
Spin(12), Sp(4), Sp(3), and Spin@). The first two of these have already been 
considered and the union with either of the third or fourth produces the type of a 
product of Sp( n)‘s. Cl 
The next two propositions help to simplify the lists of types by shortening them 
slightly. 
Proposition 5.2. Any finite loop type is the union of types from List A2 or List B that 
do not include G2. 
Proof. By the Steenrod connections, our finite loop space must have q8 a q12, so 
each occurrence of Gz must be combined with a type having & > d12. The types on 
the lists with this property are Sp(2) and Spin@). We see that G2 u Sp(2) = Sp( 1) u 
Sp(3), while G2u Spin(8) = Sp(3) u Sp(3). 0 
Proposition 5.3. Any finite loop type is the union of types that does not involve E, . 
Proof. By the Steenrod connections, each occurrence of E, must be combined with 
a type for which d8 > d,2. The types on the lists with this property are (as above) 
Sp(2) and Spin(8). We also need to combine with a type for which d32 > d36, namely 
either Sp(8) or Spin(32). Each of these four combinations results in a symplectic 
type. Cl 
Henceforth we shall work with the Lists A’ and B’ which consists of Lists A2 and 
B, respectively, without the types of Gz and E,. We shall show that the type [4,24] 
can be eiiminated from List ii, but we first require some preliminary propositions. 
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Proposition 5.4. Any Jinite loop type can be partitioned as ;he union of types from Lists 
A’ or B’, other than F4 t and copies of the type S for which d = (4,&S, 2,1,1). 
Proof. We note that if the type Fe = [4,12,16,24] is used in building a finite loop 
type, then by Theorem 3 it must be combined with a type that has dzO> dz4. We 
recall that the types on the lists that have this property are Sp(S), Spin(l2), and 
Spin(20). By the Steenrod connections, we need also to add a type with dg > dtz. 
T’k smallest possible unions that satisfy both these conditions and contain FI are 
those whose values of d are: (3,2,2,2,1, l), (3,3,3,2,1, l), (4,3,3,&l, l), 
(4,4,4,2,1, I), (3,2,2,2,2,2,&l, 0, (3,3,3,2,2,2,1,1,1), and (4,% %2,1,1)= All 
except he last of these are unions of symplectic types. q 
Notation. We shall denote the type introduced in Proposition 5.4 by S. 
Proposition 5.5. The type [4,24] can be eliminated from List B’. 
Proof. We may assume that our finite loop type is the union of types according to 
Propositions 5.4, i.e., with S instead of Fs. Each occurrence of [4,24] must be 
combined with a type for which dzO> d ~4~ NOW [4,24] u Sp(5) = Sp( 1) U Sp(6). ASO 
[4,24] u Spin( 12) = G2 u Sp(6), which can be handled as in Proposition 5.2. We are 
left to consider .[4,24] u Spin(20) = [4,4,8,12,16,20,20,24,24,28,32,36 J. Let us 
call this type R. 
We see that R must be combined with a type for which d16> dz4 l We have 
R u Sp(4) = Sp( 1) u Sp(6) u Sp(9)and R u Spin( 12) = Spin(20) u Sp(6) u G,, which 
latter type can be handled as in Proposition 5.2. Further, R u Sp( 5) = Sp( 1) u Sp(6) u 
Spin(20). Next, R u Spin( 16) has d = (3,2,2,3,3,3,2,1,1), so we need to add types 
with dt2 > d20. Carrying out this process, we again arrive with unions of Lie types. 
Finally, R u S has d = (6,6,6,3,3,3,1,1, I), which is cf syrzplectic type. q 
Proof of Theorem 1. We shall use Lists A’ and B’, modiCed according to Proposition 
54& 
case 1: q4 3 q8. If we have a non-Lie finite loop type, there must be occurrences 
of [ 12,161. By the Steenrod connections, this must be combined with a type that 
has d,> dlt. NOW [12,16] u Sp(2) = Sp(4). So we consider [12,16] u Spin(g), for 
which d =(l, 2,2,1). Since q4’ =- q8, we need to colnbine with a type for which 
d4> d8, i.e., either Sp( 1) or Es. Now Sp( 1) u [12,16] u Spin(g) = Sp(3) u Sp(4). So 
if our type is non-Lie, it must contain a copy of Eg. But Es has a generator in 
dimension 60, so if there are no generators in this degree, the type must be Lie. 
case 2: q4 C q8. we divide this into subcases. First assume that q48 > qU. The 
only types on List A’ with this property are Spin(48) and Es. Again by the hypothesis 
on the degrees of generators, these types cannot occur. Next assume that q48 s qw- 
We use List B’. If our type is non-Lie, it must contain a copy of [4,16] or 14,481. 
These each need to be combined with a type with & < d8 9 namely SpiJ:( PII ~-gce 
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[4,16] u Spin@) = Sp(2) u Sp(4), to be non-Lie we must have [4,48]. This needs to 
be combined with a type for which &+ ci4*. These are Sp( 1 l), Spin(24), and 
Spin(44). Now [4,48] u Sp( 11) = Sp( 1) u Sp( 12), and [4,48] u Spin(24) = Sp( 12) u 
[4,24], which can be dealt with as in Proposition 5.5. So to be non-Lie, Spin(44) 
must be present, which cannot occur if qi = 0 for i 2 60. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2. The proof of this theorem divides into the same two cases as 
Theorem 1. We can use the methods of proof of Propositions 5.1-5.5 to show that 
in Case 1, any finite loop type not of Lie type can be expressed as a union of types 
from List A’ that does not involve Es. The proof of Case 1 of Theorem 1 shows 
that such a union must be of Lie type. Similarly, in Case 2, we can show that any 
finite loop type built using [4,48] can be built without it, hence must be of Lie 
type. q 
The authors wish to give special thanks to John Harper, whose nonstandard 
factorization of Sqi6 (given in Section 3) is crucial to our proof of Theorem 3. 
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